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P44oblem Statement

um areas, including writing, research indicates

that some commonly held notions about what and how to teach may be non-

productive and even harmful, to students. It has been assumed that by

changing teachers' notions and methods, student competencies and atti-

tudes toward learning would improve. A model for improvtng teacher /

competency in writing existed through the National.Writing Project

(NWP). The present researcher asked what and how teachers changed when

they participated in an NWP summer institute. A review of literature

.J,
about educational chame indicated several needs: (a) to develop a

< theory about the process the individual teacher underkés When experi-'

encing change, (0 to see if research findings about change in non-
.

eclucational fields-wre 4ropriate to education, and (c) to develop a

cogent theory gf teacher change :from a'compilation of divellse theories

of change.

Research Process

The grounded theo'ry research process (Glaser and Straus5, 467)

was used to develop a theory of teacher change. A grounded throry

approach is an open-ended process of continuous collection,

categorization, and analysis of data and/orplatedal and related

1%V
literature. The study was reported in a chronological/narrative

s.,

1979), describing how a large tody of auanti4tive data and

qualitative material--over 1,600 pages--was mtgefl. Since grounded
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theory is a relatively unused process ln the f eld of educational re-.

search, the reporting style Was a contribution to the field.

This repor,t-ducribes (a). factors influencing teashet's'
/

decisions to try method, (b) teaching method changes and other

changes reported by'lTsea parttcipants, (c) institute situations

to which participants responded both favorably and unfavorably, and

(d) the theory of teache'r change'.

According to Glas6r and Strauss; a random population is not

necessarily needed for theory butlding. The sixteen research partici-

'pants of,this study were a theoretical sample which met the grounded

theory criteria of theoretical purpose and relevance. No projection

about generalizing to a c-apdom population or to successfu4 teachers

in other curriculumHareas was.made. Generalizing from ;this tytie.

of study depends on a thorough description of 6articipants and situation,

so that people in similar settings can determine if the findings are

applicable to them. i(Tikunoff and 'Ward, Note 1)

ss The National iting Project began in 1978 when forty-one summer ,

in-service institutes modeled after the five-year-old Bay Area Writing

Project (BAWP). were held at university and college sites across the

United States, Gray and Myers (1978), two directors of BAWP, identified

teacher/Consultants', as the five-week institute participants were called,

as individual teachers experiencing change. KeeCh (197'8, Note 2)

identified some changes reported by 1977 BAWP Teacher/eonsultapts in her

description and evalution of the project. T1 changes included new

skills in using methods, increased confidence,"1iproved writing ability,

personal growth,. new.leadership ro1e5 in school and district, and changes
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tn attitude. They were similar to outcomes described by Kelley (1951)

for participants of a decade long workshop conducted at Wayne State

University.

It was assumed that because participants in NWP institutes would

be selected by the same criteria and-participate in the same process as

BAWP partitipants, they represented a theoretical sample of teachers

experiencing change. Silteen of twenty-five Teacher/Consultants in one

NWP institute, hereafter referred to as the Institute, agreed to par-

ticipate in the present.study. Ike Institute was held the campus of

a major southwestern state'university. One of the directors of the

InStitute had 3pent the previous summer visiting BAWP. Five staff

members served as instructors and/or directdrs, of the Institute.

The,NWP in-service design was strictly followed, which precluded

observers in any daily sessions. This met Bronfenbrenaer's

(1976, 1977) criterip for improving internal validity by conducting

r'ese rch in settings that occur in the culture for other than re-. ,

sea ch purpo,ses. The participants in this study were engaged in ah

Ins itute created .totimproVe the tea6h1ng of writing, not to research

the improvement.

The summer Institute ran for five weeks, meetifig four days a week,

plus a social evening event per week in 'one of the instructor's or

Teacher/Consultant's homes. The mdfning sessions were planned to in--

cluptwo presentations and discussion time for two Teacher/Consultants.

Afternoon sessions were'split. -Two were devoted to meeting in writing

grvups of five' or six persons to distuss, papers written by Teacher/

Consultants in that gnOuR. The other two afternoons involved
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lecturers or presentations by outside experts, university faculty

members, or instructors.

Teacher/Consultants were identified and selected thr.ough reconnen-

dations from their school di strict administration and others famil iar with

their work and through interviews with Institute staff. They were recog-

nized as outstanding teachers with an open approarh to ideas. They agreed

to make a formal presentation on some 'aspect of teaching writing during

the Insiitute, to do required Institute writing, and to plan and conduct

district in-service classes following the summer.

The sixteen research participarits included in this research study

represented a wide range of teaching levels, years of teachin.9 ex-
--

perience, age, deg'ree of involvement with professional organizations,

* degrees held, and number of students in the clasroom. Appendix,A

includes peronal dkta about thess participants.

The sbudy investigated the process of change as based on reports of

.ac

the participants during their experience of \the process. It was assumed

that a teacher adts on his or her perceptions regardless of the actpal

situation. This focused the study not on observed teacher behavior, but

on the decision-making process clif teachers to try an'innovation (their

intention), adopt, adapt, or reject it, and to the consciously raised-

and willingly stated factors influencing these decisions.

The theory that r;esulted from the research proc6ss isla theory of
a.

the practical grounded in experience, muth.asySchwab (1972) called pr.

Though theories:are tentaTe and provisional, and neglect some aspects of

the facts of a case, Glaser pnd Strauss (1965) suggested a practical need

for theory--enhancing user control', given a flexible and enlightened
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'gate and materktl were collected, categorized, and analyzed during

an 4ight month period-of the 1978-1979 SchooA year. The bulk of the

data and material was gathered during t\.he first two months df the study
t

followed brinterim -and final stages o/ f analy6is and theory building.
,o .I . 4

Api5endix B chronologically 'describes the research procedures and time-
.

//

table. Appendices C and-D show the data and'materiai.collectiOn and

timetable for each participant.v.
7

Questions-for three focused, informal interviews and three s_grveys

were developed to elicit the participants' perceptions'without researcher

interference ,in the actual Institute experience. Appendix E lis'ts the

questions asked in the inter:views, sore of which were created before ,the

Institute began and some ofwhich were Onerated during the research

(process. All interviews we're tape recorded and transcribed.

The "Evaluatton o;of TeachingMethod" survey (Appendi.x F) was- com-

pleted daily by participants in 'the Institute staff office. Tyr partici-

pants evaluated twenty-,seven methods of wri.tinq presented during the

Institute by Teacher/Consultants and guest speqers. Most questions on

the survey were based on the characteristics identified by Rogers and.

Shoemaker (1971) as important ones .for explaining the isate of idoption

of irinovations in areas other than education. fhese were relattve
`ts

advantage,, compatibility, complfixity, trialabirity, and obserSability.'

Two open-ended questions were asked to identify additional influenms-
f N

A "Have You Tried It?" gurvey (Appendix G) was cveated to identify

the participants' use of methods for teaching writing both before and a
SAPt

--Semester following the Institute. The methods 'were-found in a review of

,



literature, with la.ce validity establishekby the Institute staff.

A "Use of In5t1tute Preseatation Survey" (Appendix H) was given to

participants during' the third interview \t,,o indicate the extent of their

use in the fall semester of the methods presented during the Ihs.titute.

Other material aVailable to the researcher were four;papers about.

writing completed as Institute assignments: (a) an essay about the-

problem confronting ioday' s eacher wri ti ng, (b an0 c ) a first and \.%

a second position prper on the teaching of writing, and (d) a written

contributibn about the teaching of writing. [lour personal writings of

participants- which they 0.i-esented and discussed in their writing groups

were not availablè to the researcher.

, Review of Literatur

Toffler (1970) brought national recognition to, the disease of

change calle0 future shock. He was appalled by how little was known

about people's ability to adapt, to change, theee.being no adequate

theory about it. Sarason (1971) commented on the 'Ida of knowledge and

theory about' the change *process within the school culture. He said

people do not generally recognize the lack of know1edgelabout change

processes as a problem, nor do they see the complexity of the problem.

Lippitt (1967),:Lortie (1975) and Berman et al, (1975) indicated

comparilsons were difficult to make between innovation adoptions in

education and in other fields, such as business and agriculture.

Loucks and Hall (Note 3) emphasized in their resea'rch about

implementation of educationarinnovattons that change is a process and

should be- investigated as such. They Created a Concerns-Based Adoption
. 1

Model where the individual and'the innovation are the feame of

7

I.



reference from which the change process i 3 described. -

In the 1960's the focus on education change was on the research-

development-diffusion mpdel first described by 'Brickell (1 961) and on

eminars for educational 1 eaderE (Mil ler, 1.967). was assumed that

innovative "teacher-proof" procedures or rrlateriaTs created and disemi-

nate4 by R and D Lakioratories Could be diffused in their entirety to all

teachers withih a system to adopt. Referring to- institutional change, .

Goodlad (1 975) described, phe concentration on the.R, D & D model as a

tendency "to obscure and diminish long-standing,- more inner-Orecte'ra

approaches to educational imp-rovement" 17). -He warned thatv

educational change could not be based ori *sulating separate parts of the

whole because education is a natural system. It does not respond to a

reductionist approach that does not describe the _interrelationships pf

al l the parts .

'

Th9 lack 'of in'fbrmation about individual teacher change`was

, identified by Gotod, Biddle, and Brophy (1 975) who stressed individuaT

teaches as important variables in the change process and urged they
4

be researched as such. A Cahadian study by Ayien, Anders'on, and Wideen

'(Nerte 4) about situations and characteristioc related to the adopfion

and i4lementatIpn of innpvative practices also recothmended looking at

the individual teacher as an adopter within the structure of a social

system.

Desgriptions of the teacher by other researcher suggestpd rlesearch

r

about the internal process of change was of interest. Brickell.(1961)

t

depicted a passive recipient who would adopt an innovation if it were
Al

offere0 in the right way at the right time. Lortte (1975) depicted the
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teacher as a present-oriented individual in thb classroom isolated

because of trifler conservatism and the re.alities of the work place.

Roki4ach's research about beliefs, attitudes, mid values (1976)

suggested beliefs were hierarchical and offered a basis for observing

internal changes, some of which were manifested as behavior changes.

Attrlief was definedtas a simple.proposition, conscious or unconscious,

inferred from what one says or does, the content of which predisposes

one to act. A value was defined as a type of bellef centrally located

in the total belief system which said how one should or.- &hould not

behave or what 'one should or should not attain. An attitude was defined

as a set of interrelated beliefs organized around an object or situation.

An opinion was the, verbal expression of some belief, attitu.de, or value.

Rbkeach defined five classes of beliefs arran§ed al ong a Jentral-

periphera dimension: (a')'Type A primitive sbeliefs which are ceritral

fundamen al beliefs supported by a 100 percent'social consen ; (b)

'Type B priice beliefs based on deep personal experiente,_ including

positive an etative ones about our own capabilities;. (c) beliefs about

which authoHtiesto 'trust; (d) beliefs derived from authorities; and

(e) incons9quential beliefs, which _if ch'anged do not significantly alter

the total system of beliefs.

He conceived of at-6tude as having three ,components: cognitive,

representing órie"s knowledge; affective, representing the intensity_ of

arousal for or. againsl an object or situation under certain conditions;

and behavioral, representing the action one is predisposed.to engaw in.

Relationships between attitude and behavior changes are difficult to

show because expressed opiniori or behaviar-change' is always a function

a

9
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of at least two attitudes--toward object or toward situation.

In.one five volume study by the Rand Corporation aboUt federal

programs supporting change (Berman, Greenwood, McLaughlin, and Puncius,

1975), researchers reported that significant and pervasive-changes in

teacher behavior and attitudes.did result from classroom organization

and,staff development projects. This report introduced the concept of

mutual adaptation and concluded that the most sUccessfully implemented

innovations were ones which both changed the user and were adapted by

the user. The study indicated further support for observin the internal

process of change and sugge.sted change involved more than adoption and

implementation.

Rogers (1962) raised the need to analyze complex, or interrelated

bundleS of innovations, since Individuals se)doni view them singuliirly.

The adoption of one may trigger the adoption of others. Rogets and

Shoemaker (1971) kept that recodbendation. They defined an innovation

as "an idea, practice, or object perceived a's new by an individual!'

(p. 19)._ Newness may be expres.sed;in knowledge, attitude, or decision

to use it. An innovation,may have an.idea coMponent and an object

component. Only the idea component is roquired.

Rogers.and Shoemaker offered three categories of decisions regard-

1_,*(g innovation adoption or lack of adoption. Authority decisions are

made by a person in a superior power position: Collective decisions are

madeby consensus ol those responsible for adoption. Option decisions

are made by individual teachers regardlesslof decisions of others. A

fourth type of decision is a contingent decision,, or sequential combina-

tion of any of.the other three types.

Ayr-

4w
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in their 'research on curricul um and instruction implementation,

Fullan and Pomfret (1977) found that valuing an innovation is not

. sufficient for implementation to occur. It may be undesirable. as lt
goal or have a painful process'?

The literature reviewed was directed toward change agents as well

as the prgcess of change, implementation, adoption, "and adaptation.

One example was Havelock .and Havelock's guide, Training for Change

Agents (1973), representing the collective wisdom of fifty national
04p

leaders of research and educational training.

Many definitions of change as both noun and verb appeared in books

and joUrnals. Wek-ter defined it as an alteration or substitution for

something el se. Educational researchers quall fled it more. According

to Miles (1964), between time 1 and tin% 2 sOme noticeable alteration

has taken place in something. Aylen et al . (Note 4) said change is an

observable alteration in a programmatic or behavioral regularity.

Sarason (1971) said change was the creation of new settings and that

settings were major fact6rs'in the success or failure of change. Bennis

et al. (1969)Thaid it was an alteration of an existing field of forces.

Kelley. (1947) implied change was a move from treating symptom to cause.

Chin (1967) idPntified five levels or:definitions of change: sUbstitu-

tion, alteration, perturbations and alterations, restructing, and value

orientation.

Some obvations about change were made. ,.First, the lrterature

, about innovations centered on system adoption of a single innovation

rather than Individual adoption of a series of possibly interrelated

innovations. Second, he literature about:change and innovation was



from many frames of Werence: the entire system, the individual

pi school, the change agent, and the user. Third, different terms and

.41

definitions of terms.made it difficult to create a single picture of

the change proces, if indeed a single picture could be created.

It was decided to consider change to be the main subject, and

innovation, adoption, adaptation, implementation, and diffusion to be .

parts of change.. TheTeafter, the review of literature became more

manageable and could more readily be incorporated when developing a

theory of teacher charige from data and material collected in the present

study. f
Two other decisions were made. The perspective for the theory

would be from the position of the individual teacher withtn social

systems as a coordinating factor for describing the process of change.

Also, the change process for ap individual teacher would be diagram-

matically described and follow Lippitt's (1973) guidelines for model

building.

Factors Influencing Teacher/Consultants' Decision to Try
44^

or Not Try Methods

Computer Analyses for the "Evaluation of Teaching Method" Survey

Data from-the "Evaluation of Teaching Method" sui:vey (Appendix F)

allowed analyses of factors whictilipirluenced the,participants' likeli-

ness to try a method. Three standard computer programs in the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al., 1975) were used.

These were Pearson's Correlation Analysis, Regression Analysis, and

Factor Analysis. A fourth analysis, Coefficient Alpha by Stock and

Elliott (Note 5), was used to find internal consistency of the instru-
,

ment,

,12
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Appendix I. describes the findings of each analysis and includes

Tables Il'through 16 to display data. Based on results of the Alpha

Coefficient, t was assumed that the survey had good reliability.

From the statistical analyses, several overall observations were made:

(a) likeliness to try a method was most often associated with charac-

teristics of goals for students; compatibility with grade level and

current methodS used, the observability of improvement if the method is

used, and the likeliness of others to try it; (b) ease of teacher prep-

aration, ease of teacher use, and ease of use wtth existing resources

frequently were found to be related to each other; (c) newness oT infbr-

mation, whether about idea, process, or material was neiger highly

related to othu items nor a contributing influence to a decision to try

a method. This suggested that Participants experienced atWude thanges

or re-evaluations of methods previously used or.known to them and that

it is the manner of using methods that improves attitudes rather than

the method itself.

Combined Data and Material Categorization afld Analysis

With the computer analyses completed, da0 and material were re2

viewed to analyze what influenced a teacher to preceive a method as an

alternative. "Dtta considered was from the computer analyses of survey

. factors. Answers to open ended questions 1Iand.l4.on the survey,

comments in the first three papers about writing, and comments in the

interViews provided material.

The following categories were located in the data and material (see

Appendix J) as factors influencing.teachers' willingness to try a new

Method, depending on the method and the teacher: (a) appropriateness
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to gradf? level, (b) appeal t6 others in the social group (Te4her/

Consti tants), (c) ability to satisfy predetermined goal or create

awareness of new goal, (d) compatibility with own student population

and classroom situation, (e) compatibility with resource needs, includ-'

ing time, materials, preparation ease, (f) compatibility with own

teaching style, (g),compatibflity with personal interests, (h) compat-

ibtlity with own and/or district.values, (i) observability of student

accomplishment, (j) acceptibility of presenter as an authority. Roger

'end ShoemaW's properties of relative advantage, comPatibility, com-

plexity, trialability, and observability Were present in all identified

influeAces except the acceptability Of the presenter as an ziuthority.

An extension of (c) was'that teachers of writing hold goals for

students in the following categaries: (a) improve quality of writing,

(b) irnprove fluency/creativity, (c) improve'mechanics/skills,.(d) apply

experience to life, (e) improve self-evaluation, (0 improve ability to

pass the district competency test. These categories are defined-ln

Appendix K.

Appendix L Olows a recommended."Revised Evaluation of Teaching

Method Survey" based on these findings which coUld be used in further

researth. Another study using the Revised Survey would have to be con-
/

ducted to identify the degree to which each is influential, since all

-factors were not included on the'originaT'survey.

Teachifig Method Changes Resultin9 from:the Institute, Experience

The results of two surveys identified changes in teaching methods.

Pre- and Post- "Have You Tried It?" Surveys

The "Have Yclu Tried It?" survey (Appendix'G) was completed by

14
a
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participants prior to the Institute and a semester following the Insti-

tute. A summary sheet of changes in responses for participants

(Appendix M) was made. Although statistical analysis was not used for

the survey data due to the size of the teacher sample and intended use

of the survey, several observations were made about post-Ins\itute

_method'use and comparison Of pre- and post-Institute use.

Some of the meth6ds for which participants perceived increased use

or awareness were ones presented dud-ing the Institute and-must b)erefore

be considered as a source of information influencing the p'articipants to

decide to try them: Examples include sentence Combining practiCe,

journal writing, and peer evluation of student writing., This assump-

tion is supported by comnterfits in some second position pWrs.

Participants tended to increase the use o'f methods of teaching

writing which: (a) improved fluency (for example, journal writing,

free writing, and focused free writing); (b) improved attitude byward

writing (for example, use of games and moving personal exOrience into

-public writing); (c) improved quality of writing (for example, sentence

combining practice and generate sentence from key noun and\ferb); (d)

changed the method of evaluating writing (for example, rewrittng based

on teacher comMents to students, rewriting bas'ed on student comments to

each other, and use of a school wide writing evaluation system); and

(e) changed the student-teacher relationship (for eXample, journal

writing and rewriting based on-student commehts to each other).

Participants tended to decrease the use of.methods of teaching

writing which: (a) separated writini'and mechanics (for example, grammar

drill--identify'parts of speech); (b) were more commonly known

If
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alternatives (for example, students write and produce a play and

writing based on specific literary works); and (c) emphasized form

over fluency (for example, outline following rough draft).

"Use of Institute Presentation Survey"

Part,cipants were given the "Use of Institute Presentation Sur-

vey" (Appendix H) at theend of the fall se,meter following the

Institute, For each of the twenty-seven method presentations used in

the-statistical analyses, participants were asked to indicate the

tent of the Use of the methods. The folldWing methods were tried by

most participants (at least twelve) either with or wlthout adaptatien:

jciurnal writing, student assisted revision in groups, and sentence com-

bining pfictice. These findings were consistent with dataand analyses

, from the post "Rave You Tried It?" survey. .

.Participants who responded as not likely to try a method using a

1 to 3 response on Auestion'10 of the "Evaluation of Teaching Method"

survey usually did not try that method. Jheir decisions at the time of

the presentation were predictive of non-use.

The summaisy sheet of resi5onses to the "Use of Institute Presenta-

tion Survey" (Ap'pendix.N) shOws that participants adapted-and tried

4

.me ods in 102 fns.trancesi They tried them- without adaptation 1n.41

instances. This indicated adaptation is much likelier to occur than'

not, which is consistertt with findings in the Rand study (Berman et al.,

1975) about muttol adaptation of user and method. The term "innodopter"

was created to describe persons engaged in this process since.most of

the literature reviewed distinguished between adopters and innovators.

"A-

v.

In in'stances where methodp were either adapted and tried or tried

, 1 6
^
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without adaptation, for about ninety percent of ,them, the participants

said they will use them again.

Changes Occurring5 in Teacher/Consultants

Other than Teaching Method Chan esNs

Besides reporting c6anges in teaching methods, participants're-

ported changes in beliefs about self, others, writing, teacching writing,

teaching the teaching of writing, and relAtflonships with students.

According to Saraton (1971), student-teacher' relationship changes are

the most important kind and very rarely are demonstrated. The following

statements from interviews and position papers exemplify the kill& of

changes reported in their roles of personn teacher, writer, and in-
'

service coordinator:

the\last eight...years I have not really bothered to re-

search the latest materials; 4chniques, methods or evenyeed up on ',the

,ever-changing Ipld of teaching composition. ...I 4ave likewise,done-

nothing to encourage -creativity-in my students but instead have dis-
t

couraged those who dared to be different by imposing rigid (if not im-

oSsible) standards which ij violated would resuli in a low gradel ...I

haven't really bothered to do anything different either for myself or

my students or both because I suppose.I lacked confidence, knowhow, and

,any.encouragement from my colleagues who, fer the most part, continually

.reinforced my negativ7 attitudes and low_expectations..." (High School

Teachei')

"I have learned that here at the university...we are highly

respected people, and I don't think I ever had that feeling before."

(High School Teacher)
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"One of the things that the Writing Project taught me was to trust

,other people to understand the things that 1 do !( the classroom...I

have found out that I am not unique, that I do care...about kids, but
\so do a lot of other teachers.. .(11igh School Teacher)

,

"I-can''-5ee now how my poor attitude toward writing was the result

of Iry poor teaching techniqu-es. I made poor assignments; I made them

too long and I made too few. I gave too mt4ch instruction in a room

that was too tense. I never used pre-writing techniques to prime my

Students. Because of iiky poor attitudemy students -had a poor attitude."

(High SchocirTee,cher)
-

"Probably the most important iklea, for- me, has been that student

need to write far more than the teacher can possibly evaluate. -The

analogy abput the piano teacher who would never think of monitoring stu-

dent practice sessions will be a part of my credo from now on." (High

School Teacher)

'What did 'learn? I guess. F became aware...that rthere are

different ways.off, dpin6 the same thing. You'cansachieve y7r-goal i.n

a lot of different ways." (Elementary Teacher)

"One thing that I leltned certainly was that if there'is a trend or

a kind of meetinglof the minds, from the group., iS out.of a concern

for getting sttidents' to write and it bulilds toward an extreme concern

for fluency, for getting things on paper....There is probably...disagree-

.ment,' of course, but most of us/ are ,now agairist any eXtreme correction

Ontil fluency is achiftved...(I now feel) a ftrong opposition to teaching

'of grammar except when it can be very carefully integrated into_ the

writing itself...Many of"these people have to teach It anyway. They do
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not have any choice. It is built into their program and.'..they object...

they don't think it is getting them where they need to go." (College

Teacher).

"It is sort of a joke in oor.groups, but my principal suggested

that what I could do when we were talking about my responsibility when

I come back is to conduct three sessions 45 minutes apiece with,

teachers...and talk with them about things that I had learned from the

Institute. And seeing what has been done and looking over the possi-.

bilities in that kind of an arrangement sit:1st seemed pretty bleak, and

it is just not going anywhere...What I would like to do.is conduct ten

sessions ef'3 hours apiece..." (HighSchbol Teacher)

"Fhe teacher must recognize that the relationship between the

teacher and the student is the most fmportant facor in mo ivatioP and

progress and growth." (Junior High Teacher)

"Finally the.workshop has given me a fresh approach tojeaching

composition. 1 am:convinced that student writingwill -imOrove because

of thei intense personal involvetent of both teacher and student in these.

writing,activities." (High Suhool Teacher)

As .a furpier indication fhat the program demanded more thanIsuper-7
1 2

ficial adoption bf neW giAnicks, one'teaCher sayS she is hat sure she

can alter as much as she now believes she,should: "What I have come to

realize in'th; past ie0-Aweeks is thatl don't prvtice what I preach,

and that much.of what I've been doing for the many years I've taught,

writing has probAlly been harmful; to many of my students. Needless to

say, this is a very painful recognition to colt!, to, an4 it is even )
more

distressing to confess that J am not sure that I cark change my peaching
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sufficiently to help a large number of them. The ways I am accustomed

to teaching writing grow out of my personality, my teaching slyle,,and

my attitudes toward student.s and waiting that are 40 deeply ingrained
1

they will be very difficult to aiter." (High School Teacher)

Evidence of ba5lc changes in participants' attitudes toward them-

selves and their jobs cariwhe7 they responded to cprestions about the
,

causes olf the so-called writing crisis. 'At the beginning, and again At

the end of the program, they were asked why students do not write better

than they do. At the beginning,of the programiteachers blamed every

1

conceivable external factor naming only thOgs over which they have

little or no control: (a) too much television 'watching; (b) a decline
fl

!
in the use of writing in our society; (c) social despair, dislocation,

:broken families; loss of faith in the future; (d) overcrowded classes,_

insufficint resources for teathing- A4nd ( ) lack of'confidence in the
-

schools, lack'of parental support.

After the program, teachers shifted their attention to factors o:fer

which they did have,control: (a) students need more guidance during the-

writing'prqcess: (b) teachers need to know more about what demands hlfe

been made on students before, and what ttley will be asked to do after

this year yith them; (c) students need-practice in writing without'grades

or criticism, to gain fluency and confidence, and to use.writing to dis-

(

cover ideas; (d) students need responses from more, differeht audi-ences;

(e) students rteed, guided practice in revision; (f) teachers need to have

realistic and higher expectations for their students; and (g) teachers ,

need to develop writing assignments carefully, with a clearer idea of

what they expect students to do and to learn. Teachers had moved out

-
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of the role of victims attempting to carry out an impossible assignment.

Taking_ Rokeach's definition of signi ficant change being anything

above the belief level of inconsequential change, statements showed
X

that. participants had changed methods, authorities, bel iefs about teaCh-

ing .wri ttng and about wri ting. as a procoGs , a"nd percepttons qf their

own experience of writing.

Many personal and professional changes were iirade, by paeti ci pants

and were consi'dered in the develdpment of the t4ory of teacher change.

They became members of a new social group a.nd learned how they acted in

a grow. Some learned th.ey sometimes. need to be di fferedirilinpersons and

do things they do not like. They learned teachers are respected as

people by ppfessors.

As terachers, the partAcipants changed their attitude about student-

teacher relationships. They learned others' have the same problems they

do, and It is acceptable to share and risk with others .. They began to look

at causes rather than,symptoms.c They learned ther, was more to learn' and

to consider al terriatives . They recognized some things they had been

doing were counterproducti ve . They had been doing techniques experts

wrote about but had hot call ett them by their proper terminology. New

*techniques, methods, ideas, Materials, theory, and terminology were

1 earned alomg .with an acknowledgement Of their own limitations and

assumptions they held aboUt student abilities. Their image of the ideal

writing teacher was changed. They learned some people are afraid to

open up to kids and that a wide gap exists between teachers in the field

and some guest professors who offered theory. They experience0 what the

stud'ent feels in,writing and ldarned not to give sderits assignments
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they would not do themselves.

As writers, participants learned that being in a writing group was

itimilating, that they need not take their own writing so seriously,

and that they were better writers than they thought. They experi,enced

the joy of expressing themsalves and learned to vew writing as a

holistic process, with foals on tluency and ;on-isolation. They in-

creased their desire to read more about writing.'

As in-service coordinators, they learned to stress something

differe ly in their own presentation. They changed their assumptions,

about teachers being unified and, what they needed to do to 'conduct in-

service 1sses.

Institute Situations To Which Teac er Consultants

Responded Favorably and Unfavorably

Teacher statements ln papers 'and fnterviews indicated that chançjes
,-

occ.urred because.of experience within the Institute, openness to student

feedback, personal experience,in other situationa......A 0 authority man-

dates. Table 1 'lists the Institute situationS- to which they responded.

Inaddition, theory was generated about the ingredients of effective

and ineffective in-service.

Effecpve in-service consisted of creating,the space for partici-

pints to (a) form new social system; (b) experience themselves the

processes they teach to students; (c) vieW aiid acknowledge themselves

as exPerts;,(d) link horizontally with peers,. (e) develop theory from

gxperience of the practical, or what works; (f) perceive alternatives .

from a variety of ideas, materials, and processes;'(g) increase know-

ledge abqut slf in several roles and about the process being taught

1

s-
(
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Table 1

Institute Situations to Which Participants

K.Falor2bly

1. Time, space, and organization

. a. 'Institute staffacted as facilitators
b. Horizontal 1inkin0 of teachers
c. Removal from usual environment
d. NWP guest speakers brought in

2. -.PersonaI relations4s

a. Accepting atmosphere
b. Personal sharing
c. Interaction.with professors .

d. Peer response to teacher role

e. Get Offerentview of other grade level
teachers

f. Teachers had more creclibility than
experts brought in to the Institute

g.4 Made new frIendt

S.

esponded Favorably and Unfavorably.

Unfavorably

a. Formal 5peaker lectures
b. Long lunch hours
c. Lack of time to absorb

d. More primary teachers needed
e. Lack of connunication from Instiirtute staff

to districts about recomm thib-service
Kior to district comm ent to be involved

AC. Presenters who seened to preach or talk down

to the Teacher/Consultantl
b. Peer response to teacher role
c, -Backbiting
'd. Cutting honesty
e. Institute staff choosing tonference Teacher/

Consultant presenters without group seleCtion
(namqs had to be submitted to the confererice
chail4 prior to the beginning of the Institute)

f. Lack of clearly defined roles 41 Teacher/
Consultants

24 .



Table 1 continued)

Favorabl

3 Processes

a. Variety of presenters ,

b. Research surveys ;

c: Could'adopt most presentatfons to own
j&ade level

d." Writing grog-experience
e. Methods shared

Experience writing method-as student
g. Theory integrated with practical
h. Quest4on answering and discussion
i. Painful self awareness '(also listed

as unfavorable situation)
J. Role-of motivation clear through personal

experience
k: See that it As okay to tbach writing

in different ways
1. Found own position about teaching

writing was restrictive
m. Identified-elements missing in process of

teaching writing

Unfavorably

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

Some basics not discussed (mechanics,
grading)
Too many activities to do in one day
No sharing of total group writing
No helpful criticism given in writinTgroup
Painful self awareness,(also listed as
favorable situation)
Intensity of Institute was draining
No students to get feedback from.
Not enoughareading



as experts; (d) link horizontally with peers; (e) develop theory from

experience of the _practical, or what marks; (f) perceive a it_ernatives

'frbm a variety of ideas, materials, and processes; (g) increase know-

ledge about Self in Several roles and about" the process being taught

(writing); (h) know individuals -from groups toward whom they hold

attitudes (writing experts, other grade level teachers, students,

peers, university staff); (i) adopt, adapt, and reject,new. methods;

(j) change perception about the writing process, the ideal teacher,

district in-service, the problems confronting the teacher of wriOng,

goals for students, their teaching.situation, authorities, ther 'own

teaching style, thei7\own abil4ties andlimitatibns;, (k) 'aSsume new

roles as in,-service coordinators for their districts; (1) 41gage in

problem-solving discussion; (m) risk themselves by offering personal

writing and teachilig methods; (n) clarify in writing problems they per-

ceive and their own position on teaching writing; and (o) feel an owner- .

ship for:the group an'd its evolution.

fneffective-in-serVice experiences consisted of (a) havirtg guest

speakers.lecture tq participants; (b) organizing toa much time between

Institute morping and afternoon Sessions (due to scheduling of-classes

o:f Plthitute- staff);' (c) lack-Of time to allsor6 ail' that was happer4n4;

(d) lack of primary teachers; (e) lack ordiscussion of some basic topics

of practical'concern (grading, evaltiation); (f) degree of partiCipation

in pertonal writing and group prOcess (g) lack Of clearly defined
.

At 1

roles ks-,$eacheri of Writing, Writers, and.district in-service coordi-
,-

not6N-t; and(h) change of perception by some Teacher/consultants as to'

the Whod,of'seletting f4acherfOonsultahts.

2 7
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Elements in the Process of Teacher Change

A model of teacher change was developed to show the setting or

context within which change exists (Figure 1) and the stages of change

which ocCur over time within that context (Figure 2). Several

assumptions were made about generating a theory of the change process

for innodopters: (a) the change process occurs wi thin a setting;

(b) the chale process includes stages.; and (c) the stages and setting

can be described separately yet in actuality do no exist separately.

The model developed here Was consistent 7itt( Frymier's (1969)
/-

observations that many forces affect change in education. He placed

ihe responsibility for significant change on educators to change them-

selves. He 'also commented about the manipulation of external variables

apart from the teacher as not ge)sti ng at the real probl em of change .

Setting, f'or Change

Assumptions accompany Figure 1: (a) conditions giving rise to

change aA- interrelated, and (6),donditions in the environment are part

of the process of change.

Figure 1 diagramatical ly shows the setting for the process of

change which can occur for any and all of the/elements shoWn. The

setting consists 'of the individuJrerceiver Imposed of personal con-
.

ditions existing within a universe of alternatives. The inddvidual

perceiver was a member of various social systems and was affected by

externa:l. conditions, .relationships of elements within the conteXt of

dhange, and forces between all of these working for and against change.

Universe of ATter-hti yes. The existenCe of al terrietives a l ldws'

Change to occur. Change impli'eS ternati yes, and al ternatives exist

26 ,
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Whether or not they are perceived.- Sarason (1971) said that any theory

of the change process must confront and deal With the-iwactice that

there are alternatives. Participants in this study observed and

created alternatives.

Social Systems. The individual xi*sts 4s a member or communicator

with various social systems: pilessional organizations, teacher peers,
dr

at their schools, other teacher peers, students, paren'4, university

staff, experts in teaching writing, their school administrators, their

pwn family, district adminitrators, the media, and the comrlunity at

large

Personal Conditions. At the center of the universe of alterna-

tives and the soclal-systems was the individual perceiver with both

internal and vhysiological states.

External Conditions. Acting upon all of these were external con-

ditions, uch as resourcr and the environment. Material resources and

time were identified throughAuantitative analyses as factors influenc-

ing a'teacher's deciSion to try a method; other exterinal factors were,

ir

identified in Pinterview and paper stateme s. ,

Relationships. Positive and ne4tiv forces existed within and S'
;

between' alrof these, and the element oAime made possible a change in

,

state of being.

Stages of Change (Fiquye 21*

Veview of the literature 104ted (a) stages of change, innovation,

' 'adoption, and dissemination and (b) influences 'affecting pcogress from

one stage to the hext.

Stages from the literature were reviewed to find ones that

6-

A
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parVicipants inAhe study had experienced and qientified from their

point of view. Theories of change in the literature usually allowed

for onfy one set of decisions on a continuumthat of adoption,

adaptation, or rejection of an innovation. Yet decisions to do or not

to do something existed at every point in the process It. 'was there-
IP

fore-assumed that a theory 1:3cf change should provide constant choice

along a continuum between a stage and a "not-stage." A model was con-

)structed to identify (a) stages as continu, ms of choices, (b) types of

change, (c) forces allowing or inhibiting change, and (d) relltionships
If

of 'all of these. v

The stages (Figure 2) are influenced by everything within the

setting (Figure 1) as perceived by the individual. The communication

of th-e-S-6 influences on the individual is shown by sol id 1 ines . Broken

lines indicate conmunicatio5nImay not have existed or been- compieted.

The itydividual may begin and/or end his or her exprience with any of
/ '

the stages in this model.

-Stage One; Need and/or Opportunity for Change. The first step was

to find where the process- of change began for the participants' in his

study. Dati, material, and literature indicated arOie began with a
,

perceived nied and/or opportunity for change. Problems confronting the

teacher of writing as stated in papers and interviews were needs for

Chan*. While 9-11 participints indicated some need for chihge, there
4.

were ocdasions. when they did not perceive a need for some types of
i

they act y resisted change.

S a e Two: Alt rnatives PeTc-eived Created' or Not P rc ivedt

As parti ci pants (comments exempl i fied al ternati ves 'coul d se cr ated or

f

\ 5 (3

ge.
r

-5
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they could perceive existing alternatives, which could include con-

sideration of the characteristics or attributes of an innovation, of

the perceptions of authorities about methods, of new knowledge, or of

different teacher roles available to them.

Though some alternatives were not perceived as such, others were

,a result of some favorable Institute experiences_ Several was alterna-

ives lmare peroeived were noticed in a review of literature: reframing

(1.4a zlaWiclo et al., 1974); paradoxes such as double bind, illusion of

alternatii/es, and rectifying opposites (Mann, 1965); and resolving

conflictin4 loyalities (Lippitt et al ., 958).

StAge Three: Alternatives Selected or Adapted.. If alternatives

aee perceived, the innodopter may either select an alternative to fit'

needs and situation or may create an adaptation. The .decisions to

select or create an alterrtitiv may be either a decision made as an/

individual (pptlon decisio ) or as fp part of a group (collective

N
decision). If an tdaptation is creat d, a

\,

function and structure
t

N change can occur.

)

Many of the change mode s reviewed in the literature assumed an

expert crea'ang an innovatibn to a fail. safe level, then giving it to

the teachers. In only a coupA of the pers(ectives about thj changeI.
1 1

; process was consideration of alternatives an obvious pa(t. Fny
1

definitions of inndVaiAon as
(sume

something new as a rep4cement for1-

1,-

'

something else.- ,r11.
47-

, \
Stage Four: Plannet Use7Ci4 of Planned Use,.orri)elued Fla.nnV

Use. The 1atte)4 choice in this atage IncetAis a contin 6nt ecision
0

depending on more information or more ex ecigencs-with th tho'd,

3
1,1
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student feedback showing its appropriateness, new conditions existing,

more ability existing in using the method, or acknowledgement of self-

imposed restrictions preventing its use.

When the individual plans use of a method, several actions can be

involved: anticipation of challenges; determination of logistics,

enrollment of support, possibly from a prestigious teacher; confron-

tation of opposition; and adaptation of the method to the situation in
#

which it will occur. The latter indicates movement could reverse

toward the third stage choice of creating an adaptation.

Stage Five: Implementation or No Implementation. Implementation

could.result in two wais: through choice to do so or through compliance

with an external directive. Reasons for not implementing were contingent

decisions resultinlyom lack of resources (including materials or,time);
et,

lack of support, negative feedbaci< about the metha, lack of role

experience or user experience with the method, or lack of communication

about the method. With changes in.any of these, implementation could

resul t.

Stage Six: Summative Evaluation orNo Evaluation. Comments by

partictpants indicated summative evaluatiOn could be about any of the

1 following cc4iderations:, (a) planned effects on students, (b)

unanticipated consequences, (c) effect o ft implementt (d) discrepancy

between intended andactual outcomes, (e) attributes of the innova-

tion, (f) the situatpn, (g) implementor's role, and (h) feedback. In
A

some cep no evalUWion was made of ajnethod used.
f-

Paaicfpants'negatively evaluated use of aistrict coApetency test-
./

ing to comply with in(ex4nal directive. This suggested that evaluatical



with subsequent adaptation, adoption, or rejection could occur' as a

result of ImpleMentation to comply with an external directive.

Sta . Seven: Re ection Ado tion Ada tation. A decision t7

adopt, adapt, or reject follok evaluation. These decisions refer to

'method, self and others and ta, the object and situation of writing,

teaching writing, and teaching the teaching of writing. As Rokeach

(1976) said, behavior changes are a function of two interacting

attitudes about the situation and about the object.

The possible resulting outcomes of this stage are: (a) attitude

lthge and behavior change, (b) attitude change and no behavior change,

(c) behavior change and no attitude change, (d) opinion change and-

, behavior change, and (e) opinion change and no behavior change.

When the assumptions of the model are considered, it becomes

clearer why the proCess of change is not adequately understood and

why describing change is so difficultbecause ther are so many types

of change (attitudes, values, behaviors, opinions, knowledge) occurring

for so many topics.(writing, teaching writing, teaching the teaching of

writing) for so many roles of the individual (writer, teacher, person,

Institute participant).

Once the stages had been identified from the-perspective of the

individuiTTeacher's experience in 'the process, Figure 3 was develOed

to describe other theories of change from the same perspective. Itl shows

stages held in common by othe? researchers and theorists, different terms

usqd to descri be these stages, and the relationship of the model of t
/1

kchange for innodopters to other theories or models. A review of Figure

3 a* data and material 'in this study indicated the change process does

I.
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not stop with an "adoption-adaptation-reject:ion" choice.

Stage Eight's. Consequences of Use or Non-Use. Another stage,

consequences of use dr non-use, was Of interest in light of Good lad's

(1979) seven propositions about school improvement which called for a4

reconstruction of curriculum through wiWch significant cha6ge could

occur. Institute participants indicaied that they continued some lock-
A

int,- discontinued other lock-ins, and established new lock-ins. They

also agreed that writing was a process all teachers could teach, if

they could and would. Whether or not the changes brought about through

the Institute experience assist in curriculum recons,truction remains

to be seen.

AL,Iatatior2uk_Li_psj)ContiridContinuedReection. The finastage is

consisteni,with choices descritled by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) With

the exception of the choice of "later adaPAtion," The choic_ey are

appropriate 'for single methods or combinations of methods. One outcome

of the Institute was diss-emination of many different innovations rather

than the spread'of particular,ones as in the National Diffusion Network.

and_ Pomfret (1 977) said this type of change is possible but un-

likely. Perhaps the concept of the Orocess. of teacher change for the

innodopter who synthesizes multiple innovations accordfng to his or her

own situatuion, beliefs, knowledge, and goals makes it a greater

possibitfi

Contributions of the Mod$1.it.nd the Study

'Several contr6utions to practitioners aritto researchers were \

made through this study.

#
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1. The mo'del of teacher change .may assist in planning change by

describing instances reeiuiring communication for completion, decision-

making points, and techniques and experiences .that allow individuals

to change whether. they do or do not have a need for change or do or

do not perceive alternatives. The research identifies the types of

changes that art possible. to

2. A ompilation was made of diverse theories of chinge .into a\

cogent theory of teacher change from'the pe'rception and experfence of

the individual teacher.

3. Factors that influence teachers' decisions to try or not try

a teaching -method were identified. A "Revi 0 Evaluation of. Teachfpg

Method Survey" (Appendix L) was developed to be used with future

Teacher/Consultants to determine the degree to 'which the factors are

influential.

4. ., The term "innodopfer" was _created by the researcher tO describe

persons' engaged in the process of mutual adaptation of self and methods

-since most of the literature revieWed distinguished between adopters

and innovators.

5. "The evaluation of a National Writing Project Institute' occurred

q& a by-product of tbe research.

6. The experience and dOription of the grounded theory research
f

process, a relatively anused method in educational research, was

reported as a chtonological narratiVe ( mi 1979). The method

-encourages the uie of both quantitative data and qualitative material ,

, as dtfferent forms of information on he same subject, w.hich,will

, neri fy and generate theory.

'

41
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Appendix A

Personal Data about Participarits Before the Insti tute Began
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Appacidix 8

hto t.hrono1ogical Description of Re. arch Procedures and Timetable

go Start End

Date Date Procedure

4/30/78 5/30/78 Meet with J4stAuie staff to coordinate data
col14tiln plans during in-service

5/5/78 5/18/78 Pilot instruments and interview questions and
modify as needed

. A
Request participation of Teacher/Consultantt in

study by letter and phone followlup

Conduct and tape record first interview and give
"Have You Tried It?" survey

5/23/78

5/24/78

6/5/78

7(/3/78

7/10/78

8/1/78

8/1/78

1/6/79

6/10/78

6/15/78

7/7/78

7/20A78

7/30/Ja

10/1/78

Transcribe tapes an code statements; begin theory
generation and con nue literature review ,

Collect daily "Eva hpn of Tea0ing Method"
surveys and summarlze data andlnaterial by method

\ and by teacher; continue theory generation and

literature reView

Arrange, condbct; and tape record second interview

Transcribe tapes and code;statements

CondUct computer analyses of "Evaluation of'
Teaching Method" survey data

3/10/79 Generate questions and theory
Nif

1/10/79 WritejeTster to participants to arrange third

.

interview and have them complete post "Have You

Tried It?" survey
v'

Arrange, conduct, and tape record third interview;
give "Uszfof Institute PresentatiOn Survey"

Transcribe tapes and code statements

'1/ft/v7i 2/24/79

1/20/79 2/27/79

1/25/79

4

3/18/79.... Analyze data and material and related literature;
generate subStantive theory and hypotheses
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Appendix C

Quantitativ.Q Data Collection and Timetable
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Appendix 0

Qualitative Material Collection and Timetable
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Appendix E

Interview Questions AskeN of-Participants

First Intview,

d ni r to In titu

1. You WTII begin participating in the Greater Area Writing
Project within a short while. Up to this po nt Ehat has been
important lior your students to do to improve their writing
abilities?

2. What have you done to help students accoplish these skills?

3. What alternatives did you consider,to these instructional
behaviors?

4. What were the consequences for each of these alternatives?

5. What has motivated you io teach wilting the way you have been '

teaching?

4
vi

6. What factory have influenced the way y611 have carried out your
writing instruction?

What do Alq expect to let0.11 in the workshop?

How would ydu appraise your own writing ability? .

9. What will be expected of yob when yott return to your position
after participating in the in-servici?

.t..

10: Whateis your ideal image o a writing teacher for the grade 4 0
level you teach?

11. Do you think you will teach writipg differently next semester
than you have this past .semester? Po you usually chavigeithe way'
you teach writtng frOm $emester to.semester? If so, what cuases
you to change? ,.-. 1

f

12, Do you have any plant now for digneging your instruction of
writing next semester? If so, describe them. ----\(

4

ts

13. Have you run into.any difficulties with studeA, in the ways you
have been teachlng writing?

14.. What was your most lucceSsful writing actiVity
)
this past semester

for helOing.students improve,their quality of writing?

.16. What writing actiloty did the students most enjoy during the
past some er?

T

5 o
r-
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Appendix E (continued)
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16. What learning outpomes do you expect students to accomplish in
your classroom? Why do you place importance off-them? (If subject
rtsponds ith broad learning goalsrdsk the following: .W )'t are
sbme spec 1 fic-outcomes these involve? If subject respon Ofith

. specific nstructional goals, ask the following: Oat g n6ral
' outcome do all these seem to point to?)

Additional sues ions created durin

17. Are there.any teaching methoas you use only occassionally because
the students' involvement in learning begins to fade?

18, What wilt happen as a result of making the changes you now plan to
make next semester? (An extension of question 12).

Secopd:,Interview

guestions created prior tp Institute 0

1. What did,you gam during the past fiv6.weeks in the writing
workshop?

2. You just told me what you learned in the in-service. What do you
think learning is?

3. In 1ig4 of your-de)iniifOn, is there anything else yç1i learned
that you did not mention previausly?

/1
4. Now that you have participated in the in7service, at do you plan

to do in your classroom to help students learn ho to write?

S. What"will you do now that you would not do before taking the(--
in-service?

6. How do you thin you will go about planning your writigg
instructional bhaviors next semester?

7. What led you to make these decisions? /I

8. Are there any alternatives you would consider?

9. vitt are the consequences of.eachef these alternatives?

10. What learnilig .:116.tcomet do you expeCt students to accomplish ih
your classroom during the fall semester?

,

ll. What problems de you expeF,t to encounter? How do'you hope to
overcome them?
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Appendix E (continued)

12. What instructional behaviors do you plan to continue using that

you have used before?

13. What instructional behaviors do you plan to eliminate that,you

have used before?
(

14. What would have to be different before you would use this instruc-

,tional behavki? (Give each subject one they rated "not likely"

to use duringRh-service surveys.) ,

Additional qusstions created during,research or in,interview

15. What Was beneficial about the institute?, What was least
productive?

16. What things could the Institute do to make it worthwhile to keep
going with it this summer a few more weeks?

0.

7/17 Do you believe you perceive teaching completely different from
V secondary/$1ementary teachers?

18. Do you believe the Institute was directed more toward any grade
level of teacher?

19. What responsibilWes would you place on elementary teachers for
teaching writing?' on secondary teachers? Did the Institute
influence you on these in any ways?

2p. Was your presentation a technique of primary importante in
improving student writing abilities? P T

21. How do you overcome transfer of grades( forilechanics to being
perceived as a plr'sonal put down? I

. 22. You mentioned particular problems pf . . . Do you avoid those
areas or try to Out them into proper Orspective?,

23. Is student self Image tied to mechanics?
A

24. Do you gse indivichial conferences for rewritihg or fox evaluation?
o students actually have I chance to turn in a new draft after you

ish?

25. Do you expe6t tudentsNibp have once pasSld a minimai competency
test item to be able to always apply that knowledge? )Do you
expect not to have to review mechanics at iNhe beginning of the year?

4264 Should writing mechanics be taught separately:0,m the. writing
axperience.
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Appendix E (continued) .

27.- What was your experience writing as a student?

28,. What do you now know you will do differently next yeai'?

29. How would You appriase your bwn writing ability?

30. Describe the ideal teacher of writing.

31. What is the answer to immediate.feedback to student wri\t:ing?

a

32. Have you marked those that are 1ike).9 to be complex c rectly?
(in reference to,the "Evaluation ofirching Mitthod" veys)

row-
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33. Why do you use with your students the technigueyou presente in

/ t4e Institute? Would you .allow se to come obiprve your class in
sesSion sometime next semester?(

34. How far and what grade should you let them go without being
concerned with mechanics and form?

35. Which presegations were unified apPnacherto"teaching
communicatiN arts?

f

36. What plans do,you have for setti.pg up in-servicl in your district?

37. Do you know.of any way your participation in this research study
has influenced you or made you aware of something you probably

-

would not have been aware of otherwise?

Third,Intetview

Questions created prior to Institute

1 What are your satisfactions with.teaching wrifing this semIster?

2. What are your dissatisfactirs with teaching Writing this semester?

3 What feedback have your stAlents given you about writing experiences
(during the past semester?

4. What is your response to their feedback?

54 What has helped you carry out your plans for writing instruction
this semeiter?

6. What ilas discoOned Or fruStrated you this semester?
, 0

7. ,Have any changes taken place in your expectations of students

writing\outcomes?

53
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* Appendix E (continued)
\ %

\ 8. What have youlkwarned about teaching' writing this semester?

9. What are you doing to share your experiences frm the in-service
and this sqlester Wit h your peers?

10. How are your students',writing abilities being evaluated?

11. If someone were to observe you, what would you be concerned
about them viewing?

12. Do you find yourself using anY instructional behaviors you never.
used with students before? with peers before?

What problems have you had with ttudents and peers this past
semeiter?

14. What high points have#you had with students and peers this past
semester?

15. What,is your ideal image of a writing teachen for the grade level
yolfteach?

16. What learning qutcomes do you expect students4totaccomp11sh in your
class\ Why do you place importance on them? ' '4

)ir .Additional guestio s'created during research or in_in?erviele-

17. What are some things that prevented you from trying some methods
you wanted to try?

18. Have'you used some of the methods from the Institute togetherf'

19. Did you give students a list.of goals at the beginning of the
year?

20.. How much are YOu writing?

21. How wouil'd you detcribe your own writing ability?

22. Has your iffitilot made any policies affecting the teaching or ,

evaluation of writing during the past semester?

23. Have some things you did not anticipate occurred this semester?

24. i4ilat'are ybur strengths as a teacher of writing?'

25: How supportive have your principal and district administration
been?

besc4be a goodday you had teaching this semester?

51
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Appendix E (continued)

27. Why don't you plan to use this method again?

28. What'do" you observe students doing when you use thi-s method?

(Choose one rated highly observable.) *

29. What is it important for your students to do to improve their
writing abilities?

30. What plans do you have fyr changing your teaching of writing
next semester?

31 Who developed the method you presented in the Institute?

32. What methods were included in your method/presentation?

33. What was "it" in your presentation?

34. Now that you have participated in the Institute, what would you
f like to see happen?:

35. Have you observed any changes in yourself this semester?
6

36. Wiwt did you intend to do this spmester that yOu did not go?

37. What ilternatives have you cons4 d?

"

1

A

A



Appendix , F

Evaluation, of Teach'ing Method" Survey

.( Revised in-Service Evaluation Surve.)

EVALUATION Ot TEACHING kErnObt

DATE COOE POSER

Please answer.each wation by plactng an "V! in pie most appropriate box.

1 How appropriate is this method to use
with students at your grade level?

2. Now likely would students be to improve
their quality of writing if this method
is used? .

3, How 1104 would rtudents be to improve
their attitude toward writing if this
mfthod is used?

A
s .

4. How iesy would this method be fax
teachers to prepare?

5: How easy would this method be fc;r
teachers to use in the classroom?

6. How observableyould the writing mpreve-
ment be if students used this method?

7. How colepattble would this method be with
others you currently use?,

8. How complex would this method be for
students to use in your classroom?

4. How easily,isAp this method be used with
existing rlibUrces?

A

10. How likely are you to try this method
in your classroom?

11, ;How likely are other participants in
thiS Institute to try; this method?

12. How,new to you was the information
presented today about this method?

VERY NOT V RY

.

-NO

13: Something new that 1 learned 'during this presentation is

.

14. I.mi ht have made Ois.present

4 N 4

tio6 differently by

52
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Appendix G

0
HAVE YOU TRIED IT7 CODE NUMOER

For each of the teaching methods for writing listed below, place an "X" in the column that tells whether you
have or have not heard of it. If you have hp4ard of it, describe how familiar you are with it by placing an
"X" in the.appropriate boxes of the following two Jiets of choices.

ilk
1. Use pictures to stimula e writing.

.,.

2. USC laUSiC tO stimulate writing.

- 3. Use of games.

4.: ROle playing to develop characters

5. Peer *evaluation of student writing

6. Journal wrlting

Seni.ence combining practice

\ 0. Use orstudent tutors

9.. Itence construction practice--
rmple, complex, compound

; 10. Use movies to stimulate writing

11, 4alk about subject b5ore writing

12, Readihg a variety of literature

13. Large.trouP writing

14. Class publication of writing

15. Sentence constructiop practice--
adding phrases and'Claules

4.1

Have
heard
of
Yes

it

04)

Have
not

tried
it

Have
consid-

enad
tryiEg
it but
I k 1 I

HAVC
tried

it but
do not

like

Use
Occa-

sion-
ally,

it '

Re-

go--
lar-

b'

Many teachers
in my school

use it
Yes No

IIIIgralaillMailiniMMI1
111 11.11

111.1111.1111111111111111
111111.11111.1111111111=1IIIIII
EIIIIUIIIIIIIIIMMIMM
II...........IIMMII1NMMIii..........111111

muummmumm
11111-1111111111111Imismemomi
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e.

I lb

16. Videotape student-written scripts
.0 4

17. Students write and make Super 0 flibigfe

le. nuar drill-Odentify parts .pf

speec.h-

.19. Revierevf tryisformational grammar

20. Generate Sentence from key noun

and vbeb

2); Generate paragraph from kgy svntence

.22. TeaCher writes a, student dictates

-23. School wide writing evaluation system

24. Rewriting 'based on teacher CoMmen ts

tO student

,25. Rewriting
w
baied on student pomments

to each other 1.4

26. SensOry,stimulation prior/to Iting

27. Write ending from a given beginnihg

28. Tr4kpose writing from one genre

to another

29, ()semi) map assignments

30. Acquaint students.with persons-I
who hpve writing carters

31. Teaching writing with reedine

Appendix 6 (continued)

-Have
heard

of it
Yes -No

Have
not
tried

it

,

Have
consid-

ered
tryingit but

iiisi

Hpve
tried

it but
do not
like

Use
Occa-

Ilion-

ally

4- -

it
Re-

9u-
lar-

ly

Many teachers
in my

use it
Ves,

.

--,
schoOl

.4.1

No

_ .09,t _it)._ ,- ,

-4...-.._- 6

,_ 4,

\
.

--

..

.

. .

-

_

_.

,

.

.

.

)-

.

.
,

I

.

,

_

i.

.

. _

,

,

.

-

(SP .

..

4

.
,
, .

W

.

.

,
. .

.
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.

32. Compoie daily :n4ou'ncements over
Public Address systom

33. Develop slide tope narration

34. Coordinate writing instruction with
441other teachers in,my department/
grade level ,

36. pordinate writing instruction with
teachers in other departments/
grade levels

36. Outline following rough deaft

37.1 Stbdent comments about use of
diffbrent methods of teaching writing

38. Imitate a writer

39. Write cartoons or cartoon captiOns

40. StudentS write and produce a play

41. Free writing

42. Focused free writing

--43. Writing based on languaye experience

44. Moving personal experience lop)
public writing

45. Tinos imiting

46. 10iting based on smcific literary
works

47. Using the CU to teach writing

4 Appendix 6,(continued)

Have
heard
of
Yes

it

No

Have_

not
tried

it

Rave
consid-
rered

trying

ir but

Rave
tried
it but

do not

like

Use.it.

Deco-
sion-

ally

Re-

gu-

ler-

ty

Many teachers
in my school
use it

Yes NO

i

.

---4-------'-'*------"'""---------4.----------..-0.1-4----..

, ,
Ng* ...

, -

.'

,..,

.,.. 4

3
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Appendix H

Use of Instinite Presentegion Survey

USE r 11ST: TUTE PRESENTATION SURVEY COD( NUMBER

Please indicate to what exttnt you 'tilted something from the following Institute .

presentations during the past stouter.

,not

fl hay*

do-
Oned
to try
i t

1 am in-
tertsted
in using
it but
havoi not

I plan
to use
it

I adapt-
ad it
and
tried
it

I tried
it with-
Out
adapting

i t

I will
use it
again

:

....

. using Computers*
_

2. Advertisi ng'

. Using the CS*
.

4. Journal Writing*

5. ?ottry Writing*
.

A

.5. Prtwriting t Motivation*

A.
.'s Gaming*

S. haiku*

9. Strvcture i Creativity*

10. Paragraph Pre-Writing*

11. Developing Oral Language*
,

12. Para r h Development*

13. n Analysis Of Mumor*

14. Short Story*
.

15. Motivation*

16, Poetry Dmitatio * .

17. harrative Wril'ti g
.. -t

18. '.usic A Language*

19. Transforming Creative
Writing Into Formal*.

20. Conftrente Evaluation*
.

21. Word ,Cachia Techni qui*
,

22. les ting/Eval us tion* ii..

. .

23. Creating an Artificial
'Language*

/4. Itudent Assisted Revision
i n Groups*

.

'
..

,

25. .:ntagration bf Life &

,
Liitlimage Wile.

ft. st4'dentv Cinterea- home chw

L/, lenteae,t4r6infn0 .

*74c-er;:ansultant's name was included On th original svrvey.

.t
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Appendix

Computer Analyses for the

alvaluation of Teaching Method" Survey

Four quantitatfve analyses of the "Evaluation of Teaching Method"

survey (Appendix F) were made. The results of each of these analyses

Llre reported in this Appendix. The swanary of these analyses ts

reported in the body of the paper.,

__Before the survey answers were coded, Question 8 was altered to

'eliminate the inverse correlation so that all responies would contri-

bute.positively to likeliness to try a method. This changed the

meaning from "How cdmplex would th method be for students to use in

the classroom?" to "How easy"'would t be.

The purposes of the four analyses was to determine the internal

validity of the survey instrument and identify the degree to which

consideritionS about the innovation kontribute to the teacher's

1-ikeliness to try a method.

Pearson's Orrelation Analysis

Pearson's cOrrelation analysis.df every question with every other

question using methad as a variable (Table 11) and teacher s a

variable (Table 12) indicated high or moderate correlation for the ,

following items pairI with-each other: (a) by method, questions

1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10Land questions 4, 5, 9; (b) by teacher, questions

1, 2, 1, 6* 7, 10, 11 and questions 4, 5, 9. Newness of information

wasnot highly correlated in either analysii, nor°was comploity of

use for students.

61
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Revession Analysis

A regression analysis using five factors was sufficient to account

for over 80 percent of the variance in all but two instances, with

many variances in.the ninetieth percentiles. Tables 13 and 14 show.

that the frequency with which each of the factors contributed to the

likeliness to try a method varied by teacher and by method. By

method (Table J3), the most frequent factors were compatibility with

other methods used (row 7), appropriateness to grade level (row 1),

likeliness to improve guality.of writing (row 2), observability.of

writing improvement (row 6), and use with existing resources (row 9).

By teacher (Table 14), the most frequent factors were likeliness of

other participants to use the method (row 11), ease of teacher

preparation (row 4), compatibility with other methods-used (row 7),

-use with existing resources (row 9), and appropriateness to grade

level (row 1).

Other observations were made from fhe regression analysis data.

By method: (a) improvement of quality of writing was a contributing

factor almost twice as much as improvement sif attitude toward writing;

(b) newness of information was.not a frequent contributing factor.

'121YteaOlerf 6),IMPro9eglent.Of:qualitof writing did not appear as a
. . ".> . ;

'-top.five_factor for.any ,eltmenlaryiteacher; (b) improvement of quality

of writing and of attistude Nrd writing were contributing factors

with the same frequency of selection, with neither included in the

overall top flvei0hen overall s tion frequency was considered;

(c) student ease of use a teacher ease of use did not appear to be

factors contribut to the likeliness to try a method; (q) the



Table 13

Regression by Metimi for "Evaluation of TeaChing Method" Suryey

for Variables (Survey Items 1-9 & 11-1Z) Most Influencing Likeliness to Try a Method (Item 10).
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Z. Newts%

Of
Information

*4
2

.42

*
4

.16

4

-.22

.

..--

.

,..

_

)
A - 'Variance
for all factOrs

.

.93 .93 .96 .86 .94 .91 .95 93 93 .97 . .97 .98 .98

.

.95 .98 .94

*

.91 .98

.

.90 .93 .74 .71

4

.96

***Significant F .01
**Sigmifitant F .025
'Significant F .05

S igni f icanl r-

Wariablo Entry No.

Ott.

eldfat

86

A,
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Table 14

Regression by Teacher for "Evalpation of Teaching Method" Survey.

for VariaOles (Survey Items 1-9 & 11-12) Most -NIfluencing Likeliness to Try a Method (Item 1O

4,

/El E
TE3 1'

E4 TJ7 JO H
TH10 T.

HtE
THI2 1'1113 TH14 TH15 T

C16

I. ApPoprlate to
Grade ,*

1

.19

2

.34

3

.35
,

5

.39

4

.56

43 4-

3

-.56

2

.57

Ct.*
S

.36

44.
4

.31

-

.

s
.25

-...._

...
2

.37

s
.16

.

-. improved Qual1ty
.,

5

.17

2

.00.

. improved Attitude 3

.52

5

.11

5

.15

* 4
3

-.34

444
2

-.52
5
-.12

, Easy Preparation
for Teacher

4

.34

5

.12

' 5

.09

3

.21

3

.20

3

-.Z9

4 1

-.22 -2.1

4

.30 .

',Mr-
3 4

.

4

-.39

3

.23

. Easy Use for
Teacher

.

5

-.24

. Observable

s.

4

.13

5

-.11

-

5

.12
1

-4443

-.35

. Compatible
4441

.77

4441

.29

14**i
.39 .50 .74

1

.27

*4*

.68

1441
1 2

1.0

741.1-
1

.97

4**
1

.61

. Student Ease of
Use

14*---
2

.33

lit+
2

.28

z
.20

2

.12

4

-.18

.wk

11*.i.
1

.36

4

-..20

-11.*4

3

.37

r.

.

1

.53

4

.22

NAk
4

-.44

5,

.31.

. Existing
Resources

11. Other Part1c1pation
L11(41y

14
4

..16

*4.4

3

.22

"-

4

.26

%Al-
3

.51

-AA*

liar'
2

.71

lox-
2

.42

lod.
.1

.31

ha-i

1

1.3

%a*
2

.31

%/a
2

.60

Ur,
1

.$3

Otk k
2

.37

12. Niwness of informs-
,

, Ulan

*
3

.11

4

.10

.

Alo,ik

2

.21

, 4

-.44

\o?
5

-.07

a.r
3

.16

444
3

-.32

,.
.

k

g
1

Or14nce fOr all
factors 1 1 1 ted

.85

V.
.95 .90 .88 AO .86 .80 .91 .91 .99 .90 .97 .87, .82 .81 .09

"*S1ghificant F .01
"Significant F .925
'Significant f .05

Sign ficant F.
Variable Entry MO.
00t4 wt. 1.4
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perception of how likely other participatits were to try a method

coitributed frequently as a Otctbr; (e) ease of teacher preparation

also contributed frequently as a factor.

FaCtOr Analysis

A factOr analysis using a varimax rotat'ion wipputed,

resulting in a simplification of the columns of the factor matr

The an3y is was computed by method (l,:ttle 15) and by teacher

V

(Table 16). The rialyses indicated that survey questions 1, 2, 3,6,

7, 10, and 11 occurred in various combinations WIth thv.highest
\

\

percentage of variance. Qudat1ons.4, 5, and 9 'also occurred in

various,combinations and usually contributed a loWer percentage of

63

variance..
Alpha Coefficient

A program to calculate coefficient alpha byStock*and 'Elliott

(Note 5) was used to determine the internal consistency of the survey
: \

instrument by teacher and by method. The analysis es,timated the
4

degnee to which Atems combined to form a common-core consistent with

total instrugent scores. It is customary to consider an fnstrument

reliable if it exCeeds .85. The alpha coefficient by teacher was

greaterthan .84 for all,Ateen participants and greater than .85 for

fipirteen. The alpha coefficient by method was greater than .85 for

sixteen of the methods. Taken all together without consideration.for

teacher or method, variabtlity for the alpha coefficient was .89. It

was assumed that the survey had good reliability.
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Table 15

Varirnax Rotated Factor Matrix by Method for 'Evaluation of

Of Teaching Method" Surveys, Items 1212, Showing Factor Variance.

Accounted For and Items Contributing to the Factor

r

4.1e. odh
Fctr1
%/Items

Factor 2
, %/Items

Factor 3
interns

Factor 4
%/Items

Factor 5
%/Items

51.6/4,3,6,7 25.914.5,9,10 12.3/11 .1, 10.2/12*

' 772/1,2,3t6,710 14.8/4.5 8 0/8 9A
_...i..... ,

. .

59.4/1,7,10,11 24.3/4;5,8,9 - 16.3/2.6.3*

38.4g*,6,11 .,

%

20.5/3,7 16.9/4,10 2 12.4/2,6 11,4/5

.10,474),51p , 16.0/1.2,3*;7

.

, .*

13.0/10 '

.

.

.
9-

58.913,7,9 20.0/4:5 . 11.6/2,6 4.418 ..

,

:

61.5/6,10,11, ,,23.3/4*,9,-2* 1.2/.-E(

_

48.7/1,7,10, 24.8/4,6,9 17.1/2,6 - . 8.8/12
,

.
.*

71.9/4,5,7,10
11* .

18.4%1,2,6,7* 9.8/12,-8
,

,.

..

1 70.4/1,2,3*,6

,

17.9/5,02 ...r" 511.7//*

..

.,

;

..

.7 lo

). 5).1/1,3,700, 23.8/4,59
... 4

12.8/2,-11 12.4/12

6*

1 67.6/1,L7,9,710
12.4/4,5,6,11 '.

.

.
.

_

.

-

' 3*

13
ep.

60.6/45 . 17.6/6.,7,10,

:-----.2*S

' 134/1 ... , 12 ...1,.-
.

,

.
S

.

14 73.9/1,2,37,
-----10,11

17.2/4,5,9
.

.

1 . 90.7/1,2,3,6;

.----"7s 9 10 -T

9.3/4,8,1 _

.

,

.

1
:,.. .

91.6/1,3.'6;7, 4, . I

.

MO
.E.1,,11.1(4,

.,

.

,1 675 8/2 3.......J__ , 1 ,
1,1(71,11

11.7/9 , 10.6/8,5* ,,..

*below ,70
t

a
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Table 15 -(continued)

Method
,

Factor 1
%/Ittms

jr
F4tor 2

Items
) . Factor 3

%/Items
factor 4
%/I tems

Factor 5
%/Items

M18 7461/1,2.3,6, .1§i9/4,5,9* * 11,9/12

M.19
"

§4_,8/1,2.3.6, ZLE4,5*.9 Ex 1 2 ---' ,

.k

.%7.10.11

PI20 $P.7/1.4,70* ' _,71II.12 ,4 lle1/21,1*6
rk

Lueocs
9* ..

M21 Correfatton matHx
variables eiceeded

could, got be
1.0 after- 1st

inverted; connunplity
iteration. / af one or mo e

I

M22
.

$éisrJ multiple
comsnalities

correlation lannOt be ound; lnittal estimate of
is maxim= off diagonal element of correlation matrix.,

. s

M"* 52.4./2.,6.7,10, 17.2/4*:9* 0*.Nl
x

11.0/4 .
111/12

I1*,3*.5*

1124
Correlation coefficient
ana is not

,
for variables

4one.

,
with 10.$ 99.0; factor

.,

M25 1 40,0/9,10 22,1/2.5 18,8/8,4* 9/1.7 8,4/11 .

' 58,7/4,5.,9* ii,2/8,-12* 11e1/2,3*.7,9 LI/100 ,

P127 *Z7.2/1.2.3*.P, 1711/13.12
---..

,N

,55,.5/4,5,7.9
8*,10 k--

14

P.

It

01.

4gr

'-,

V
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Table 16

daYirnkx Rotated Factor.Matrix by Teacher for "Evaluatitn

of Teaching Methocr Survey, Items 1.11Z, Showing Factor Variance

Accounted For and Items Contributing to the Factor

,e,

Taacnir Factor 1 Fittor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5.
1.2.3.

761/.6.7,6 1644,3 f.7r9a.4 z*
..

to

76,4/1.7.io , _11,214.5.9 )(1,y2,6

1J,3,
,117,W6.7.10 4/4,9

It4 'i
,2.3,6.

82.1/7,8,9*, 1 7.9/4,5 ,
I10.11* -__

Tsis.

jz,w1.7.10.- lo.v4.5.9!, 12.1/8z 81/12

,

.

.

T
as IL2/8.,z-,

o*.

21 411.3,
le-7"

VVVV

11.7/5 ILZ/9.12- ..

>-

.

(04,0/4,5,0.
0

1,4418,12

.

T

111112.g.Ta 04,6/7.10.11* 11.3/4.6 :

.

T
H9 7dt/1,2.6,7,

9*,10
14,4/4,5.5

T .
1110

yaw--
After ls't iteration, commuiferity of ono or more variables exceiaect.one.

0
T

1111

1,2-.6,
6 3,?/7.3*,10 /32,/5,13

,

11

TH12 --..
$7,5/1,2,3,6 12.5/4,5,9

.

-
7,10,11

T
H13 00.9/4.5.9 14,V64,1.24 '\

-..
.

3 "
T

H14 63174 4 5 i2 ft/9 10
,

1 12/pe
H15 6679/4,5,3, Z0,4/1,7.10,

.

11,//2,3,6 0.5/12",a,
9' 11 44,7

C16
.

67.6/1,7,10 0,5/4,5,9 L1/6,3",2*A-- .

*below .70

14, A, "tr
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7- Appendix J

Location in Data and Material of Categories of

Influences Affectin

T
El.1

14,4001-opriittr

Grade Level
2.Easy Teacher

Preparation
3.Easy Teacher

Use
4,0bservable

Improvement
5.Compat1b1e:
L. Present

Methods
b. Personal

Interest
c. Teaching

Style
d. (14n

District
Values

6.Easy Student
Use

7.Existing
Resources

8.11 kely othart
Participants
to Use

9.New Informa-
tion

f10.A1ternative
Ave. Provided

11.willing to
Spend Ties

12.1ikely to:
4. Improve

Quality

b, Improve
Attitude

c. Improve
fluency/
Creativity

Teacher Decision çQ Try a Method
T

13 T 4 '11.
J5 fir7F 1",

d. Improve
MechanicS,

e. Apply to.
Life

20,16 Nel 7

I 20 12

4,11,10

19,20,14 8

8

17.20

12,4.2' 12

2,3.4,,7,
11,12,13.
15.16,19,

i22,27.32

f. Improve
Self-Evalu-

1
9. --Pass Djs-

tict
Cy

13. ttitude

4.6,6.0 §,32,13 7. 1.2.3.8 A.S,A.S.
10,12,1414,15,17 9,11,14, 11,12,13 5,6,7,9t 6,7,13,14 6,7,9.12
15,16,2118,21,2Z 15,16,17 14,15,16 11,12,13 15,16.18.13.14.18
24,252725,25,3,2 111,19,21 18,19,20 14,15,18 19,21,22, 18,19,23
30 23,24,25 21,26,2721,22,23 24,26,27, 24,26,27

,6,27.32 31 24,25,26 31,32 28,32,12
.30.1z

131,12, 26

21, 12,Pi

12.11 9,T2 72,11,
Ne

P2
1 0.11.12 11

,P

Ii

. .12,P1 18,20,P2 2,11,P3 P1,1 12,11
P2,11.F3 11.12

4,16,12, 17,P11P2
11 11

9 Pl'I2 91'1)2'12
11,133

17

.1.p3 11,1 1)1,11 11i12,0 11,12, 11.12 , 11,12j

p. t . , 4,17,P2
12 12

P2,I2,P3

1
n2',1'
r2"1

,P
2

P
2' 3'

2
. 24,26,12

Codes: 1-3 refer to the Evalyatisn of Teaching Method
I refers to First Interview
17 refers to Second Intmeview

1 12

2,16,24 12

1

surveys (M1-n33)

t0,14"
4,17

61

'
PI refers to Application Paper
P2 refers to First Polition Paper
P3 refers to Second Position Paper
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Appendix j (continued) -

/
I

1,49 I
1410

1
H11

THU
1...-.

TH13 TH14 HI5
I
C16

.,.,
grade Level

2.Easy Teacher
Preparetion

3.Easy Teacher
Use

4.0bservable
ImPrOvermnt

5.CompaM1e;
a, Frei ent

Methods
b Personal

Interest
c. Teaching

Style
d. Corm /I

District
Values

6.Eisy Student
Use

7.Existin9
ResourceS

8.1.Ikily other
Participants
to Use

9.N.4 Informs-
tion

10.Alternative
Provided

,

11.Willin7 to
Spend Time

12.Likely to:
a. Improve

A Quality

:, lieprove
\ ttitude '

. Improve
Fluency/
Creativity

d. Improve
Mechenics

Of -
f. improve

Serif-Evilly-
ation

g. Pass Dis-
trict :om-\ patens,/

i Test
134Attitu *

loss
cPm VV.'

A

.

i .27

,,

---------'

/
__,

4
.117 11 it 1 Cii,

20
27- 2517

(
t ., ,.,..-,_. -

I
t
21

2
izi 3,6 Ivl

24,1 1'17
2

12'23,21 17 17
.

1 1 1 2'1,3.8
e,. 2

'I 18,22,15

I2' 15 1 22'
4-

- -
17

-'
1,23,28

1

F
-

23

12' 22,21 21

51

21 8 \
I

.

I ,,i0,10 26,27
1 ,13,14,
15,16,19,
22,23,24,
25,26,27,
29,32

-

i .6.).(1
1 .12,14
15,11.7
20,t1,22
24,26,32

I 33

I1,1,,,r
2,1113
14,23,26
27,28

12,4,8,
9;13,14
16,17,21
14,32,33

12.3.5.6
7,12,13,
14,15.16
17.21.23
2)5125 *

,

12.2.4,6,
7,8,113,12
14,16,16,
17,21,24,
27,32

64,10,131
1405,15.
17,18,19,
20,21,25,
26

1 23 I2
2 .(

PI / 12-- -

I2.20, 1 2,11. 12.12,
'

24, 27 P2'9,

P1,11 4,12 11,23,24 12,25 11,P2,P3

24
..

.11
-4 0,41 .1-

9 f1,141P1' 2' 2,4,. ,26
I .1

1 2
t,6,8

Z,11.12.1
1

a
,1 .15

lil
1

2*
19

.

l'i 1 P2' 3'
3 4 11t '

12'16 IP2' 3
-

. .

1131I'l' 2'
,.

1
2

. _

1 .41' 1 P
1 3

11 1 1'1'2 P
2

PI P ,11' I ,

.....

I Il' 2 P ,P
3.".

It'

-1 1:1- t

25 23

/ P-1;° 2 '/
11'12

. I
,

..,
p,2,3,18 1

2 I
9 ,,

.

I
1

26
.

,......

14,20,1,' I ' 1-7 Z9,30
2403.16,

_

30,17 20 I .5,7 -1Iz
....

7 3

4
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Appendix K

Goal Definitions Identified in this Study for Writing

Ipprovemenrof writing quality: includes supporting details, clear
organization af sentence and paragraph, knowledge of subject,
concise and precie wording, appropriateness to audience,
variety of sentence length, and correctness.

Improvement, of attitude towfard writing: includes enjoyment of
writing, self confidence about own writing, desire to write
and express self, and sense.of pride.

Improvement of fluencjVcreativity: incltides quantity writing,
having something to say apd choosing how to say it, improving
vocabulary, and expandineto all communication processes.

Improvement of mechanics: includes sentence combining, use of
dictionary and thesaurus, grammaticall4 appropriate words,

bility, and punctuation.

Apply what they learn to life: includes flnprovement of thinking,
expressing self in life situations, iendly letter,
communication to a public audiencp, use for personal pleasure,
understanding self through writing, and integrating writing
with other skill

Improvement of self-editing and evaluation: includes revising own'
writing with or wjth011t teacher or other comments, choosing

Thrhi-e-h writing to keep and which to throw away, and observing
progress In own writing.

Ability to passtfcCiistrict competency tes includes meeting
minimum standards in writing or parts o the writing process
identified as minimum competencies by the tistrict.
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Appendix L

Revised Evaluation of Teaching Method Survey

EVALURTIOh OF TEACHING METHOD:

DATE

Please answer each question by placing an X ig*the DAT appropriate box.

70

CODE NUMBER

1.: How appropriate is this method to use
with studentS at your grads level?

2. flow easy would this metApd .be for
teachers to prepare and use?

3. How observable would the writing
improvement be If stbdents used thi s
method?

4. How willing are you to spend the time
required to use this method?

5. How iikely are you to try this
method?

6. How likely art others in the Insti-
tute to try this method?

....,
How likely would students using this method:

7. improve their quality of writing?

8. improve their attitude toward writing?

9. improve their i ng fl uency/

criativi ty?

10. improve their writing mechanics?

11 . improve their sel f-evaluation a bi 1 i ty?

12. apply what they learn to experiences
outside school?

13. improvt their ability tb pass the
district competency test?

compatibl4 is this trathod with:

others, you now use?

your personal interests?

your own and district valuis?

your teaching style?

existing resources?

19. Something .new that I learned during this-presentation

How

14.

15.

16.

17,

18.

20. I might have made tnis presentatiOn differintly by:*

75

VERY

5

NOT VERY

4 3 2 1

is:



I.

411

715P

4 ApAndix M

Summary Sheet of Changes-in Responses for Each Participant

by Comparing "Have You Tried It?" Pre- and Post-Surveys

I Use pittures to stimulate vri tIng

2. USO MUSIC to stimulate writing

3. Use of games
et,

4, Role playing to develop characters

5. Peer evaluation of student writing

6, dOurnal writing

7. Sentence combining practice

8. Use of student tutorsN

9. Senlence construction practice--
complex. compound

, Id. Use movies to stimulate writing

Talk about subjeCt before writing

Reviling variety nr iiterstura

Large group wrl tiqg
/.

Class publication or writing

SentencelfollitruCt6erftectice--
adding ph roses and clauses

ari s shoo orodo level
od nuobor f ooloomo moved
rowart (f) or baikwartti (-1

A\d,

Have
Heard
of
rif-lii

it
Wive
Hot
Iried
It

Hive
Consid-
',red
Trying
it hot
Old Rot

Have
Tried
it out
09 Not
Like
It

die
Oni-----------------------
%Ion.
ally

illti,j-I

it
Regularly

1141.J4i

Umber
instances
Rwareneas

Incrtaii

of
Uhere
and

Diaiiii.

......

4-2 Cil
111 8"

4F4,C i)

#4 ,J-1

144,t4

2

7
a

2

------2

11-3,

V
I , -. 3

1. _ 4 . -

4+1,t4
J-l...04

i;I:H41

11113t1-

M.-t+I ,liti MO

IgUlT1:4:1

7

io

k

1.

ie
-----

,

Tiri---

TM
1141,64-Attot) 9 0

.42,J4 jal Am

0

.fittliblii
)17

HO 014

6

5

I

0

1

/
1+1

CO

m.1.\
, 0-1 ,H-1 / 0 2

..1...

, J-1 101.U.1,J+1' 3 ''

tr.:3 -tri-61-2,
4-Z

HO. J- CO .1+1,101.2+1 5 i

H,..1,4 12

xi , XI
.

CO,J.1

Nil Xii ,J41:1111
4.

Hti

6

,_ 4141

Gtatle Lfvelst I = Ilementary; 2-J elementary Teacher In p're-survey who
was Junior high teacher for this survey; J - Junior flight
H High School; and, C College

76



Appendix M (continued)

16. Videotape student-written scripts

II. Students write and mate Super 0 movie

10 . ' Grammar dr111-tident1 fy parts -o f
speech

19. Review of transformational grammar i

20. Generate sentence fral'key noun and
verb ,

21. Generate paragraph from key sentence

22. Teacher wrItes as student dictates

23. School wide writing evaluation system

24. Rewriting based on teacher comments
to student

26. Rewriting based on stuident comments
to each other

ZG, ltnsory stimulation priovi to writing

27. Write ending from) given beginning

ZO, Trans)ose writing from one genre to
another

29. Use small group assignments

30. Acquaint students with persons who
heVe writing carters

\

31 Teething writint6fIth 'reeding

I.

Have
Heard
or

Yei-

It

Ha

Have
Not
Tried

it

-
Have
Consid-
ered

1ring
It Out

Old Not

Have
r

qtP 1! Number of

Instances
Method

Awareness

tirt.
ncreiii

Where

and

NCT-iiii

Tried

It Out

Do Not
tIke

It

*-T71-f-11-

Occa-
sion-

ally

111.
J.3

Regularly

WI

ifitIM ,
J-2

.

1 3
____in

4 Z
. _______.

H-1,C-1

1,,..,4

101,H+2.
t.1.1

.

J-1.

If)._

it)
-

hitkei
(-I

Wt1-1

N.1

)44,144 obi

2

I

4

1

,

Eft
%

J*1.
(.1

Htl..)-2

,

---?"-- hL111-4

J-2

&

,

ihrAf1,t43/,
J.T

t-4,11.-t,t4S
1

(41 01.11.1 C-1h-1

LE=2;J:1--

(-7

II-V.V3
J, 1!

16

---11KJIT,J+1

Htt,141.3.3
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Appendix M (continued

32. Compose daily announcemmnts over

Public Address system

33. Develop slide tape narration

34. COordimate writing instruction with
other tetchers in my department/ -

ghede level

35. Elordinate writing Instructto with

lechers inlather departmeh s/
grade 1.0'43

36. Outline foll=strough draft

37. Stede/4 comments about use of
different Wheal of teaching writing

38. Imitate a writer

39. Write cartoons or cartoon captions

40. Stodedts.lerite and produce a play

m 41. rree writing

Wtocused free writlrk

43. Wring based on language experience

44. Moving personal expertenceJs

rbOt Writing ,

46. 11,Smed writing

46. Writing besed on specific liteiery

works

47. Usfrig the C8 to teach writing

I.
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Appendix N

Data from the "Use of Institute Presentation Survey"

The measurement scales on this survey (Appendix H) assume

participant awareness of the methods with either interest or non-inter-

est as beginning choices. The choices are consistent with Rogers

(19621 work about stages in the adoption process, with the exception

of the added choice of (adaptation) as a modified form of adoption.

Aylen et al. (Note 4) used these stages in their study; data from
Win

that study indicated the criterion-oriented validity of these scales.

The data from the "Use of Institute Presentation Survey" are

summarized in Table Nl. For each-entry, the grade level of the
.N.

partici nt, the intended likeliness to use the method as reported in

QuestioT10 in the "Evaluation of Teacling Method" survey, and what

the partidipant got from the presenthtion (idea, material, process)
1.

are noted. Data is gikien for all instances where participants
),

answered both restion 10 on the method survey and the correspond A
method entry on the use survey% Twenty-one possible entries wire

incomplete and n4 entered in the table.
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Table lfl

Summary Sheet of Responses to "Use o.? Institute Presentation Survey" by

PArticipant, Intended Likeliness to Try, and Whether Idea,

Material, and/or Process was Obtai d

Not Decided
to Try Interested Ilan to Use

Adopted ond
Tried

Tried 41tRatrt Adopted And
Adopting Will Use Again

Tried without
Adopting and

Will Use Again

(1.-1.1N J4-11 H-3-IMP
I-1 c...1.4

R-4
J-3-14

x
1

J-f-I
H-S-1

H-1

H-1

H-1

$-Z

H-1 (JS-De ioi..91

. H4 jp, I- 3 - 1 n H4-11
1 H-3 H-Z-1,

H-f-IMP
C-1-1

J-3-IN

EJ-1-1 J*4 -1mr H -i-IF

(-1

-1-I H-4-I

N -1-P

H-1

-4-1

C-1-,

o......eoRoaorw

/1
4 4

E -6-1

J-f-IPe

J-6-1

H-4-TP
H-f-P
H-4-HP
H-i-IMP
C-4-I

EJ -4-IP I-3-1
J -6 -IP 14-4

HT6 H-4-F

H -1-IP

J-2-II J-6-m
J-f-M 11-6-4W
H-6-W

J-3-11( J-6-H
H-4-IH H. 3

H-S-IMP 144.4

H-3
c-4-1

.3.5-131

71-st entry coding --Grade Level

E - Elementary
.EJ - Elementary teacher who became junior high teacher fall semester
J - Junior high .
H High school
C College'

Second entry codingSurvey 7LiNliness to 'fry"

Likeliness of participant to try method 1 ringing from 5 to 1, with
$ Wring "very likely" and "1" being "not very likely"

\

Thitd entry ceding

1 - Idea
- Material

- Process

4.
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N1 (continued)

Act Decided
to '!cy rstd P1hn to Use

&MOW lond
1-1 041

tt-3

H-3 J-I
n
7 145 .IP

N-5

Triod Without Adootod And
will wit A94inAdootinq

Triad Without
Adopting and

will Use AO4in

m-S-I

4-6-; J-2-I
14-5 (-541 J-S- IF

M5 C -2 -P H-2-1MP H-4-1154

H -5

Ft -6-1P z
EJ-1-I
J-3-I

p19 H-4-P

)

4-6-1W
H-S-P

J-3-411.

E.1-PMlb J-4-I
H-S

N-4

4-i-IF
H-4- I

I -S-IP

A H-i -I

C-i-P

C-3-I j-6 E4-5-1/411

J-6-1/411

H-S
H-$

64-IP

H-5-9111

E-1-F 144-IP E4-1 -IF 4-441 H-6-JF
H-4 H-5 Z'15IHP J-644

"12 H4-P 4-4-1
H-4-:P
H-S-IP

H-3 1-3-144 E-6-IH J-3-11 EJ -6 -IMP
H-2 H-5 J -3-1Mm

13 HA J -6 -IMP H -A -IMP
C-2 H4 -IF A -5 -SO

H-I-P H -5 -IP

Z-2-11 E-i-I
nI4 J-i-IF

H -4-IMP
J-5-MP
J-4-I

N-S-IP R-S-P
C-6-P

4 5-3-1 j-14
m
15

1-3-IM
H-3

H-3
H4

H-f-P

H-1

H-14 E-5-IH 4-5-IMP
11-4 n-S-IMP

4 H-;-P H-1-IPP
16

H-S
, H-f-IMP
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Table NT (continued)

let D*Cidea
to try Intietitted Plan to Us,

1-1-IN

Adopted and
Tried

Tried WItheyt Adopted And
wIll Via ApalnAdeptin4

Tried without%
A4optlni and

Will Vie Arkin

t-4
m
17

J-1-I
I-14P
J-6-MP
C-S-P

J-4-IM SJ-6-IM
C-I -1

1-4-I

j_a-m
EJ -4 -IPP

14 -II

m-S -IPJ-S-I H-6 -1P9

J -6 -MP

n -6-IMP

(-4-1P
H-44.

J--4-1

1217

E-S-I
H-3-IP

KZ]

EJ -6 -IP 3-6-1/41

4-6-1P
J -1 -IMP C -6*P
J -IMP
-S -IN a

mu

-6 t-I-I
J-1-I J.3-M
a-S-IMP
j-2-1
3-1-,
4-a

4.2

M-s-P

1J-1-1P I -1-rmP H-S-IPP
t -1 -IPP J.6 -:PP H-3-I
J-4-IP

'Z3 P.1 i.Z.Mk
4-2

IT
I

.'"'
m
Z411600001

r;

EJ -II -IP 1-6-1
J-1-00 J-5-IP
J-S.I J-6-1MP
W-S-IVP H-S-P

M-5-IP
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Table NI (continued)

RO Cs510*4
tO Try

Adopted end
IntIrtstoi 1 in to tho Triad

Tried Without
Adopting

ksoptost And
Will Use Again

Tried Without
Meeting end

W111 Use Aesin

(-3-1
H-t

-15 H-2

-

Z--P (-410
H-5-10P

J - 5 - I

Pt2I

.")

f4-4-1
144
C-2-/'

J-f-IP 44-0
J-4-1 J-5-0P

1427

. .
6-L-Imp H-5-1M1 m.s.IHP 5 -It -IMP I -3 -111 ...

li-5-Ifft . J-$- IMP J4-Dir
H-5-41' . J-I-IN J-f-ImP

H -1 -tP WS -ImP
H-1-0 . C.14

3...ary of
total -
newts.* oy
motives&

g ts Try

7 5'
. 14 I's

IS l's
20 2's
26 1's

. . .
2.5 5's 47 5's 4 5's
11 Vs 13 4'1 oh. 1 4's
14 3's II 3's 7 l's
5 2's 5 Vs 'IrV11
5 Ps 4 1's 1 l's

1 US
2 4's
0 l's
1 2'S
0 1's

l's
11 4's
2 l'S
4 2's
0 Ps

31 Fs
0, 4's
2 3's
0 Pi
0 t's

less) Cohost
totrias Hi 77 4 13 37

lorory of
hirsoototivid-
Offortog Mos. I 32
eatorials.
trove...so 25,

3A Si
17- -

28 of

.5. . '3
5 2

3 3
31
11
14

*hors than so. ros000ss ,OIS1bl 1 vitry tntry-
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